
Employee or
Contractor

the manner in which the Fair Work Act 2009 (Cth) applies to the

relationship;

the extent to which a court or tribunal will recognise the

implication of certain terms into the employmentcontract; 

and the extent to which the principal/employer will be

‘vicariously’ liable for the actions of the worker.

The person engaging the worker exercises, or has the right to

exercise, control over the manner in which the worker’s work

is performed, place of work, hours of work, etc.

Employees and independent contractors alike will be under an

implied duty of confidence where they come in contact with

material of a confidential nature in the course of their employment.

 

When a person is performing work or personal services under a

contract with another person, it is important to determine whether

the worker is an employee or an independent contractor. This will

determine a range of significant matters, including:

 

To determine the legal status of a contractual relationship under

which a person is performing work or services, an analysis of

the nature of the work performed, and the manner in which it is

performed is required. 

 

E.g. If the worker is performing the work as part of his/her own

business, he or she will be an independent contractor.

 

E.g. If the worker is performing the work as part of the business of

the person to whom he/she is contracted, the worker will be an

employee.

 

Often, this is not a straightforward question to ask. The features of

the relationship may indicate both an employment and a contractor

relationship. Some of these are listed below:

 

FEATURES THAT POINT TO AN EMPLOYMENT RELATIONSHIP

 

Warning: the absence of control over the way in which work is

performed is not a strong indicator that a worker is an independent

contractor, where the work involves a high degree of skill and

expertise
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The worker is presented to the public as a representative of the business of the person who engages him/her.

The worker is required to wear the uniform of the business or has a business card bearing its business logo,

etc.

The person who engages the worker has the right to suspend or dismiss the worker.

The person who engages the worker deducts PAYG income tax instalments from the remuneration paidto

the worker.

The worker is remunerated by periodic wage or salary and the person engaging the worker provides

him/her with paid annual leave and personal leave.

The worker does not work under the supervision of the person who engages him/her.

The worker has a separate place of work.

The worker advertises his or her services to the world at large.

The worker creates goodwill or saleable assets in the course of his or her work.

The work of the worker involves a profession, trade or distinct calling on the part of the person engaged.

The worker spends a significant portion of his remuneration on business expenses.

The worker performs work for others (or has a genuine and practical entitlement to do so) i.e. the work can

be delegated or subcontracted.

The worker provides and maintains significant tools or equipment, and the worker’s investment in capital

equipment is substantial.   A substantial degree of skill or training is required to use or operate that

equipment.

The person who engages the worker only remunerates worker with reference to the completion of tasks.

 

Warning: A principal can make a voluntary agreement with an independent contractor to bring the payee's

work payments into the PAYG withholding system. In this situation the fact PAYG instalments are deducted

would not point to an employment relationship.  

 

 

FEATURES THAT POINT TO AN INDEPENDENT RELATIONSHIP
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